This document is a summary of meeting reports of Restaurant software project RAS-2005. It is not intended as a specification and items presented here are subject to change by the Viki Software team.
DATE OF MEETING: 19/11/2004

PARTICIPATION: All members

AGENDA OF MEETING
Designation of the work that will be done for design part of the project. Arranging customer meetings, with the analysis report to have better idea before the design step. Since we are about to finalize the platform analysis that will be used for project, we will arrange a meeting with Microsoft. Main issues writing an initial design report, deciding PL and program platforms of project.

SUMMARY and RESULTS of MEETING
First of all, we had self evaluated the work done by each other with a objective look. But we all saw that we all done our bests up to now, and thanked each other. We determined to go to customer visits again to decide program platforms and to have an idea about how program like. We will go them with technical details we have so far to be more attractive and we decide program platform together with customer as Windows XP. Finally, to get better knowledge about the Microsoft platforms we agreed on to have a meeting with Microsoft’s stuff and Mr. Ekinci chosen to interview with Microsoft commission. He decided to make an interview at 23.11.2004 and send an e-mail to b_koszu@microsoft.com to decide exact time. We try to divide our initial design responsibilities to each of us. So, Mr. Ballı is responsible for search how to write an initial design report and Mr. Ekinci help him with their duty and solve this problem together in this week. Because, Mr. Acar was responsible for drawing DFD and other technical issues in Analysis report, he is responsible for explanation of DFD and system modules with helps and supports of Mr. Ballı and Mr. Çelik. Also, Mr. Çelik is responsible for explanation of database and Mr. Ekinçi is responsible for building data dictionaries with Mr. Çelik. Finally, We decide to use Java as PL to developing web based module of project, however PL of in the restaurant module decided after the interview with Microsoft stuff.
NEXT MEETING TIME DECIDED: 26/11/2004

NOTE: For ours and the projects goods all should attend the meetings.

One with additional meeting request should inform others before 1 day of the meeting that he wants to be held on.

Thanks and Best Regards to all participators

Contact
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